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This paper examines the influence on technology spillover of the strategic decisions by local firms to
adopt the advanced technology of multinationals, which has in fact been ignored in previous studies. To do so,
we construct a theoretical model by combining technology adoption and technology spillover models through
backward linkage. If the technological gap is large between the multinational and local firm, it may be reasoned
that the local firm is making the strategic decision not to adopt the advanced technology in order to avoid direct
competition with the multinational firm. In this case, even though the transferred technology is diffused and the
local firm has the capacity to absorb it, the technology spillover may not occur. Additionally, we apply the model
to analyze the effect of local content requirements (LCR) on technology transfer and technology spillover. The anal-
ysis shows that LCR may fail to enhance technology spillover because these do not encourage the adoption of the
technology.
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1. Introduction

Over the last several decades, one of the most controversial is-
sues in international economics regarding foreign direct invest-
ment (FDI) has been the technology spillover from multinationals
to local firms. The controversy continues mainly because empirical
studies have apparently failed to find consistent evidence of posi-
tive technology spillover, even through FDI, if it occurs, is considered
one ofmost importantmethods for localfirms to increase their productiv-
ity in host countries.2 In particular, whereasmany studies reported on the
positive technology spillover,3 an equal number have reported either no
evidence of technology spillover or actual negative spillover.4 Failure of
y of the authors.
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empirical literature have con-
ion, and existence of the knowl-

spillover are Caves (1974),
ll and Pain (1997), Borensztein
Lin (2004), Liu (2008), and

lover are Haddad and Harrison
Harrison (1999), Djankov and
previous empirical work to find positive technology spillover might be
due to the econometric measurement problems as Xu (2000) suggests.5

However, as Görg and Greenaway (2004) argue, it is more likely because
there are many factors that determine technology spillover in reality.6

Among the many technology spillover determining factors, the
heterogeneous absorptive capacity7 and the technological gap of local
firmsmight be themostwidely studied factors that generate inconsistent
technology spillover across countries and industries (Lapan and Bardhan,
1973; Findlay, 1978; Wang and Blomström, 1992; Kokko, 1994; Kokko
et al., 1996; Perez, 1997; Borensztein et al., 1998; Xu, 2000; Kinoshita,
2001). The intuitive reasoning behind the significance of absorptive
capacity is simple: since technology absorption requires firms to have
the capacity to absorb it, only capable local firms can internalize such
technology from multinationals. Hence, technology spillover is more
likely to occur if the local firm has a greater capacity to absorb the
advanced technology. The technological gap between multinationals
5 Althoughmost empirical studies use productivity as a proxy inmeasuring technology
spillover, it is a poor proxy for spillover itself. Hence, results regarding the spillover that
occurs from FDI may differ across studies (Xu, 2000).

6 Görg andGreenaway (2004) and Crespo and Fontoura (2006) classify five determinant
factors of technology spillover: abortive capacity and technology gap of host countries and
localfirms, geographical dimensions, characteristics of localfirms, characteristics of FDI, and
others. Further, they provide useful surveys for research regarding technology spillover by
FDI or multinationals.

7 Görg and Greenaway (2004) define the absorptive capacity as local firms' relative
backwardness and their capacity for assimilating knowledge.
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and local firms has two opposite effects on spillover. As several
researchers argue (Findlay, 1978;Wang and Blomström, 1992), a larger
technological gap can encourage local firms to absorb the better tech-
nology from the multinational, as it would be motivated to catch-up
technologically. On the other hand, the larger technological gap may
also require that local firms have a greater absorptive capacity, and
thereby deter technology spillover. Therefore, technology spillover is
more likely to occur if the technological gap between multinationals
and local firms is not too great (Lapan and Bardhan, 1973; Wang and
Blomström, 1992; Kokko, 1994; Kokko et al., 1996; Perez, 1997;
Borensztein et al., 1998; Kathuria, 2000; Görg and Strobl, 2000, 2003;
Kinoshita, 2001). This theory can be applied in macro-level analysis.
On the basis of the assumption that the technological/economic devel-
opment of the host country and the number of skilled workers deter-
mine local firm absorptive capacity and the technological gap, some
studies report that those factors can be determinants of technology
spillover in host countries (Blomström et al., 1994; Borensztein et al.,
1998; Xu, 2000; Ahmed, 2012). Further, they report that less-
developed countries and sectors that employ a relative number of un-
skilled workers are less likely to see positive technology spillover.

Thus, the influence of absorptive capacity and technological gap on
technology spillover provides a reasonable explanation for the mixed
evidence on technology spillover from multinationals. However, it
seems that our understanding regarding the role of absorptive capacities
and technological gap on technology spillover is still incomplete in terms
of the mechanisms transmitting advanced technology from multina-
tionals to local firms. In particular, most previous studies ignore the
strategic decisions of the local firms that are receiving the diffused tech-
nology. That is, those studies assume that transferred technology will
be diffused to local firms and automatically adopted by them. However,
as widely discussed in the literature on industry organization, technology
adoption is a strategic choice made by a firm, and it is possible that
diffused technology is dismissed by local firms in a competitive market
environment. Clearly, if the diffused technology is not adopted by local
firms, the technology spillover will not be observed. Furthermore, the
lack of strategic adoption of diffused technology by local firms implies
that the technology spillover could not occur even if local firms have
the capability to absorb the advanced technology. Surprisingly, no studies
have incorporated the strategic decision-making of the local firms in the
process of the transfer, diffusion, and adoption of technology.

This study examines the role of technology transfer bymultinationals
and its strategic adoption by local firms in terms of technology spillover.
To do so, we employ the model of vertical product differentiation,8 as in
Mussa and Rosen (1978), to incorporate strategic technology adoption
into the process of technology transmission from a multinational to a
local firm.9 While considering the strategic choice of technology transfer
bymultinationals and technology adoption by local firms, we construct a
simple theoreticalmodel to analyze the technology spillover. Particularly,
we consider technology transfer and diffusion in vertical production, as in
Pack and Saggi (2001).10 The new technology of a multinational in a
8 Consumerswill buy high-quality goods,whenhigh- and low-quality goods are offered
at the same prices. Theywill buy lower-quality goods only if they are offered at sufficiently
lower prices.

9 According toMarkusen (1995), “multinationals tend to be important in industries and
firms with four characteristics: …products that are new and/or technically complex; and
high levels of product differentiation and advertising.” Further, recent analysis reveals a
substantial number of traded products with various relative qualities. For example, Schott
(2004)finds that across all U.S.manufacturing imports in 1994, themedian ratio of high to
low unit values was 24. This price variation suggests the importance of vertical differenti-
ation, with higher prices reflecting in part higher product quality (Bernard et al., 2007).
10 Görg and Greenaway (2004) and Crespo and Fontoura (2006) classify five spillover
channels: demonstration by multinationals and imitation by local firms, labor mobility
from multinationals to local firms, export, competition, and backward or forward linkage
betweenmultinationals and local firms. Based on their classification of the spillover chan-
nels, we consider the spillover channel through backward linkage. Further, Blomström
and Kokko (2003) stated “… case studies showed that foreignMNEsmay… transfer tech-
niques for inventory and quality control and standardization to their local suppliers and
distribution channels.”
developed country (DC) can be transferred to selected local input sup-
pliers in the host country, whereupon it diffuses to non-selected local
input suppliers. If necessary, a local final-good producer that is a compet-
itor to the multinational in the host country may adopt the diffused
technology.11 The two final-good producers—namely, the multinational
and the local producer—compete with each other in the market in
terms of price and quality. Using the constructed model, we show that if
the technological gap between the multinational and the local firm is
large, the local producer may not adopt the diffused technology to avoid
competition with the multinational producing high-quality products in
this market. In such cases, the technology spillover is not observed, even
though the transferred technology has been diffused to the local firm
and the local firm has the ability to adopt it. Furthermore, given the tech-
nological gap, when local firms have a greater absorptive capacity for the
diffused technology, the probability of technology spillover increases. In
addition, we apply the model to analyze the effect of a policy to enhance
technology transfer and technology spillover that encourages the local
production of intermediate inputs to production, rather than imports
from the multinational's home country. Such a policy is often termed
local content requirements (LCR). The analytical results show that
using LCR to enhance technology spillover may fail as these do not en-
courage technology adoption by local firms. Under LCR, the local firm
may not adopt the diffused technology as it wants to avoid competition
with the multinational that produces high-quality products in the local
market.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a
simple model to analyze technology spillover. Section 5 discusses the
strategic choices of the two final-good producers and the equilibrium
of sequential games. In Section 6, we apply the developed theoretic
model to analyze LCR policy. Section 7 summarizes the results, and con-
cludes the paper.

2. Model

Suppose there are two final-good producers, amultinational U from a
developed country (DC) and a local firmK in a developing country (LDC),
which compete against each other in terms of the quality and price of the
final good in LDC. The two producers are assumed to produce a final good
using a unit mass of intermediate inputs. All intermediate inputs are
assumed to differ in terms of their characteristics. That is, the two firms
are assumed to combine infinitely many differentiated intermediate
inputs to produce final goods. Further, suppose that any differentiated
intermediate input can have varying quality depending on the level of
technology that the input supplier possesses; also, the quality of an inter-
mediate input is measured as λ ∈ [0, 1]. The quality of the final good
depends on the quality of the intermediate inputs that the producer
purchases. In other words, the two final-good producers can choose the
quality of their own product by choosing the quality of the procured in-
termediate inputs.

2.1. Intermediate inputs and qualities

Regarding input supplies, a differentiated intermediate input can be
produced by upstream firms in either LDC or DC, but the input suppliers
in DC are assume to possess new technology. Particularly, assume that
an upstream firm in LDC, say ‘old supplier,’ is equipped initially with
old technology, and can produce a low-quality input, say ‘old inputs,’
using one unit of labor input at the wage of LDC (wLDC). Further, the
quality of an old input is assumed to be λold. Assuming there are many
upstream firms in LDC that all compete on price, the price of an old
input in LDC is the marginal cost of the local old-input suppliers, that is,
11 Kwon and Chun (2009) construct a similar framework to analyze the effect of local-
content requirements on technology transfer and diffusion by multinationals. However,
they do not consider strategic technology adoption by local firms.
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wLDC. Assume that any input supplier in DC possesses a new technology,
andcanproduce intermediate inputs thathaveahighqualityofλnewNλold

(call such a high-quality input ‘new input’) using one unit of labor input
at thewage of DC (wDC). The input suppliers in DC can supply the new in-
puts to the multinational, U, in LDC with a transportation cost of τu. For
later use, define the technological gap between the newand old suppliers
as Δλno ≡ λnew − λold N 0. To focus the analysis on technology transfer
rather than the intrinsic production cost, assume the wage in DC is the
same as that in LDC: wDC = wLDC ≡ w.

As with input suppliers in DC, the multinational U from DC also pos-
sesses new technology, and if it desires, can transfer the new technology
to selected local suppliers in LDC. Then, the selected local suppliers
become ‘local new suppliers’ and can produce a new input that has a
high quality of λnew using one unit of labor.12 Although themultination-
al U can enjoy high-quality input, technology transfer may require the
multinational U and the local new suppliers to pay an additional cost
to train local unskilled workers in the downstream sector. Then, the
marginal costs of a local new supplier and the multinational U are
wLDC + θ and wLDC + θ + ψ, respectively,13 where θ ≥ 0 and ψ ≥ 0
are the additional costs of training one unit of local unskilledworkers
that is incurred by the local new supplier and multinational U,
respectively.14 Moreover, the transferred technology can be diffused
to non-selected local old suppliers. Particularly, due to technology diffu-
sion, non-selected local old suppliers can produce a ‘quasi-new input’
that has a quality of λqnew ∈ [λold, λnew]. Hence, the local final-good pro-
ducer K can produce either better product by purchasing quasi-new
inputs from local old suppliers or low-quality product by purchasing
old inputs, but the improved quality of inputs still may be lower than
that of the new inputs. For later use, define the technology difference
between the quasi-new and old suppliers as Δλqno ≡ λqnew − λold ≥ 0.
Also, define the technological gap between the new and quasi-new
suppliers as Δλnqn ≡ λnew − λqnew ≥ 0. The price of a quasi-new
input is simply wLDC since quasi-new input suppliers compete on the
basis of price.

3. Quality choice: technology transfer and technology adoption

First of all, consider the case that multinational U purchases interme-
diate inputs from local suppliers in LDC. Then, the quality of the final
goods that multinational U produces depends on the magnitude of tech-
nology transfer by the multinational to local suppliers. Let ϕ represent
the magnitude of technology transfer by multinational U, and define
ϕ∈ [0, 1] as the portion of intermediate inputs produced through technol-
ogy transfer of all the intermediate inputs produced in LDC. Then, multi-
national U produces one unit of the final good using an amount ϕ of
new inputs and an amount 1 − ϕ of old inputs; further, the quality of
the final goods produced by multinational U can be expressed as follows.

λU ϕð Þ ¼ ϕλnew þ 1−ϕð Þλold ð1Þ

When multinational U transfers the technologies to the selected
local input suppliers, the transferred technologies are diffused to non-
selected local input suppliers, and local final-good producer K can
produce better products by purchasing quasi-new inputs, if desired.
Let ρ represent the technology adoption rate of firm K, and define
ρ ∈ [0, 1] as the fraction of quasi-new inputs that are purchased by
local firm K of all the available quasi-new inputs through technology
12 Firm K may learn how to use the new technology through technology transfer. How-
ever, in this paper, we assume thatmultinational U does not transfer its know-how in pro-
duction directly to its competitor (local firm K).
13 Note that the input suppliers will accept any offers of technology transfer to guarantee
non-negative profits, because their profitswith the old technology are zero. Thus,multina-
tional U can extract all the rent that originates from the technology transfer.
14 Similar to the arguments of Glass and Saggi (2002), the training costs, θ and ψ, can be
thought of as wage premiums to prevent old input suppliers from hiring the new input
suppliers' workers and thus gaining full access to advanced technology.
diffusion. Then, firm K produces one unit of better final goods by using
an amount ρϕ of quasi-new inputs and an amount 1− ρϕ of old inputs.
Further, the quality of final goods produced by local firm K can be
expressed as follows.

λK ϕ;ρð Þ ¼ ρϕλqnew þ 1−ρϕð Þλold: ð2Þ

Clearly, firm U produces a better final good than does the local firm,
i.e., λU ≥ λK becauseϕ∈ [0, 1],ρ∈ [0, 1], andλqnew∈ [λold, λnew]. Note that
the quality of firm K's product is simply λK = λold without technology
adoption.

4. Sequence of the game, marginal cost of production, and demand
structure

Given the technology, assume that the two final-good producers,
multinational U and local firm K, play the following three-stage game:

1. Multinational U decides whether it purchases the intermediate input
from DC suppliers or LDC suppliers.

2. If multinational U purchases the intermediate inputs from LDC sup-
pliers, the firm decides whether it transfers the superior technology
to the selected local suppliers. If firmUdecides to do so, it can produce
the final good with high quality, but technology diffusion can occur to
the non-selected local suppliers. Also, multinational U chooses an
amount ϕ for technology transfer.

3. Once technology diffusion occurs, the non-selected local suppliers can
produce the quasi-new inputs, and the local final-good producer K can
decidewhether or not it purchases the quasi-new inputs. IffirmKpur-
chases the quasi-new inputs, it can produce a better final good than
before. Otherwise,firmK continuously produces low-quality products.
Further, firm K chooses an amount ρ for the adoption of the diffused
technology.

4. Given the qualities of the two firm's final goods, the two firms com-
pete against each other in Bertrand fashion.

Note that, assuming that assembly of intermediate inputs to pro-
duce final goods does not entail any cost, themarginal cost of production
for multinational U by importing DC intermediate inputs is simply
mcU

DC=wDC+ τ. However, themarginal cost for multinational U by pur-
chasing LDC inputs depends on ϕ and the training cost to transfer the
technology. Thus, if multinational U decides to purchase LDC inputs, the
marginal costs of production for the two final-good producers are:

mcLDCU ϕð Þ ¼ ϕ wLDC þ θþ ψð Þ þ 1−ϕð ÞwLDC ¼ wLDC þ ϕ θþ ψð Þ
mcK ¼ wLDC ;

ð3Þ

wheremci denotes the marginal cost of firm i.
Turning to the preferences of consumers, consider a standard prefer-

ence for vertically differentiated products. Consumers differ from one an-
other with respect to their preference/taste for the quality of the final
good; the taste parameter, η, is uniformly distributed over the interval,
[0, 1]. Assume that each consumer purchases only one unit of the final
good. When consumers purchase a product with quality λc at price p,
the surplus that the type η consumer earns isU= ηλc− p. The consumer
is indifferent between qualities λU and λK when she has the following
taste:

η̂c ¼ pU−pK
λU−λK

: ð4Þ

Therefore, the demands for the products produced bymultinational U
and firm K are DU ¼ 1−η̂c and DK ¼ η̂c, respectively. From the demands
for the two firms, we can derive the prices of products and the profits of
the two firms in a price game:

pU ¼ 1
3

2mcU þmcK þ 2 λU−λKð Þ½ �;pK ¼ 1
3

mcU þ 2mcK þ λU−λKð Þ½ � ð5Þ



Fig. 1. The profit matrix.
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πU ϕ;ρð Þ ¼ mcK−mcU ϕð Þ þ 2 λU ϕð Þ−λK ϕ;ρð Þð Þ½ �2
9 λU ϕð Þ−λK ϕ;ρð Þð Þ ð6Þ

πK ϕ;ρð Þ ¼ mcU ϕð Þ−mcK þ λU ϕð Þ−λK ϕ;ρð Þð Þ½ �2
9 λU ϕð Þ−λK ϕ;ρð Þð Þ : ð7Þ

5. Strategic choices of firms: technology diffusion without the
technology spillover

First, it should be noted that the local firm K's profit function
(Eq. (7)) is convex with respect to ρ,15 and that its optimal choice is
either ρ = 0 or ρ = 1. Additionally, multinational U's optimal choice is
simply ϕ = 1 because its profit function (Eq. (6)) is strictly increasing
with respect to ϕ.

16 Thus, when multinational U decides to purchase
local intermediate inputs, it transfers new technology to the selected
local suppliers; this is because multinational U prefers to occupy the
high-quality product market and avoid competing with the local final-
good producer in the low-quality product market. For simplicity, we
assume that wages in DC and LDC are identical:

Assumption 1. wDC = wLDC = w.

Fig. 1 and Table 1 show the game tree and the pay-offmatrix of the game,
respectively. It should be noted that (import, ρ=0) and (import, ρ=1)
are identical because multinational U does not transfer adoptable
technology.

First, we consider the strategic choice of local firm K at the second
stage when multinational U chose local outsourcing at the first stage.
By comparing the profits shown in Table 1, we can obtain the following
decision rule for K:

πK ρ ¼ 1; outð Þ ≥ πK ρ ¼ 0;outð Þ i f Δλno ≤
1
2

Δλqno þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δλqno� �2 þ θþ ψð Þ2

q� �
≡λ

ð8Þ

Decision rule (8) indicates that diffused technology will only be
adopted if Δλno≤λ. Thus, the adoption decision of local firm K depends
on Δλno and λ, which are determined exogenously by the technological
gap and other parameters.

Now,we consider the casewhereΔλno≤λand local firmK adopts the
diffused technology if it is transferred bymultinational U. By comparing
the profits shown in Table 1, we can see that multinational U's decision
rule at the first stage is:

πU out;ρ ¼ 1ð Þ≥πU importð Þifτ≥τ ð9Þ

where τ≡2ðΔλno−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ΔλnoΔλnqn

p
þ ðθþ ψÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δλno=Δλnqn

p
Þ. Decision rule

(9) shows that, if τ≥τ , multinational U will purchase domestically-
produced inputs with technology transfer even though the technology
will be diffused to the local rival; otherwise, it will import home-
produced inputs.

When Δλno≥λ, local firm K will not adopt the diffused technology
even ifmultinational U transfers it to local suppliers. Consequently,mul-
tinational U faces the following decision rule:

πU out;ρ ¼ 0ð Þ≥ πU importð Þifτ ≥ θþ ψ: ð10Þ
15 The second derivative of the profit function of firm K is 2�ϕ�Δλqno �ðθþψÞ2
9�ðΔλno−ρ�Δλqno Þ3 ≥ 0 where

Δλno = λnew − λold N 0 and Δλqno = λqnew − λold ≥ 0.
16 The U's profit can be expressed as:

πU ϕ;ρð Þ ¼ ϕ 2 Δλno−ρΔλqno� �
− θþ ψð Þ� �2

9 Δλno−ρΔλqno� � :

Thus, πU(ϕ, ρ) is clearly strictly increasing in ϕ.
Decision rule (10) indicates that if τ ≥ θ + ψ multinational U will
choose to outsource locally with technology transfer rather than to
import home-produced inputs. However, there will be no observable
technology spillover because local firm K will discard the diffused
technology.

Sinceθþ ψ b τ, wemayobtain the followingproposition fromdecision
rules (8), (9), and (10).17

Proposition 1. Given the assumptions, the structure of the game, and the
entry of multinational U into LDC,

(1) if Δλno≤λ and τ≤τ, U will import home-produced inputs,
(2) if Δλno≤λ and τ≥τ, U will transfer the technology and local firm K

will adopt the diffused technology.
(3) if Δλno≥λ and τ ≤ θ+ ψ, U will import home-produced inputs, and
(4) ifΔλno≥λ and τ ≥ θ+ ψ, U transfers the technology and local firm K

does not adopt the diffused technology.

Note that a technology spillover can only be observed if local firm K
adopts the diffused technology, and thus, the necessary condition to
observe such a technology spillover is Δλno≤λ. Hence, we obtain the
following corollary from Proposition 1.

Corollary 1.1. Given the assumptions, the structure of the game, and the
entry of multinational U into LDC, a technology spillover from the transferred
technology if Δλno≤λ . Otherwise, a technology spillover will not be
observed.

Local firm K will adopt the diffused technology if the diffused quasi-
new technology enables local firm K to compete with multinational U.
Otherwise, it will not adopt the diffused technology, andwill subsequent-
ly produce a low-quality product to capture a largemarket-share at a low
price. The decision rule Δλno≥λ implies that if the technological gap be-
tween the firms in the DC and LDC were large, then the local firm K
would not adopt the diffused technology, because the large technological
gap between local firm K and multinational U can provide sufficiently
clear product differentiation.18 In fact, the local firm would prefer to cap-
ture a large market-share at a low price by producing the current, low-
quality products. If the technological gap were small and the full
quality-differentiation does not provide a sufficiently large market-share
to local firm K, however, the local firm would adopt the diffused quasi-
new technology and compete withmultinational U by producing a better
product at a high price. Consequently, Proposition 1 and Corollary 1.1
17 θþ ψ b τ because Δλno−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ΔλnoΔλnqn

p
≥0 and Δλno/Δλnqn ≥ 1.

18 Belderbos et al. (2008) studies theR&Dallocation ofmultinationals using the similar set-
ting. They find that the technological gap between two multinationals affects on the firms'
quality choice: if technological gap with the laggard is large, the lagging multinational may
have incentive to produce lower quality produce to avoid competition. The result of
Belderbos et al. (2008) is similar to ours, but they consider the quality competition between
multinationals and does not consider the adoption of the diffused technology by local firms.



Table 1
The profit matrix of the game.

πU; πK Firm K (follower)

ρ = 0 (no adoption) ρ = 1 (adoption)

Firm U (first mover) Local outsourcing and ϕ = 1 (out) ½2Δλno−ðθþψÞ�2
9Δλno ; ½Δλnoþθþψ�2

9Δλno
½2Δλnqn−ðθþψÞ�2

9Δλnqn ; ½Δλnqnþθþψ�2
9Δλnqn

Import from home (import) ½2Δλno−τ�2
9Δλno ; ½Δλnoþθþψ�2

9Δλno
½2Δλno−τ�2

9Δλno ; ½Δλnoþθþψ�2
9Δλno
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imply that if the technological gap between the DC and the LDC were
large, technology diffusion may occur, but the technology spillover
would not.19

Finally, it should be noted that, by definition of Δλqno, ∂λ=∂λqnew ≥ 0.
Hence, decision rule (8) implies that local firm K has a greater chance of
adopting the diffused technology asλqnew is grows closer to λnew. That is,
if the diffused quasi-new technology is good enough for local firm K to
allow local firm K to compete with multinational U, local firm K will
adopt it and produce better products at higher prices. However, if the
diffused technology is insufficient for local firm K to allow it to compete
with the multinational, local firm K will not adopt the diffused technol-
ogy, and instead prefer to capture a large market-share by producing its
current, low-quality products. Alternatively, since the higher Δλqno im-
plies that the local firm has a better ability to absorb the diffused tech-
nology, Δλqno might be interpreted as the absorptive capacity of the
local firm. Under this alternative interpretation, ∂λ=∂λqnew ≥ 0 and deci-
sion rule (8) suggest that a local firm with a higher absorptive capacity
is more likely to adopt the diffused technology and exhibit technology
spillover. This coincides with the arguments of previous studies regard-
ing absorptive capacity and technology spillover (Lapan and Bardhan,
1973; Wang and Blomström, 1992; Kokko, 1994; Kokko et al., 1996;
Perez, 1997; Borensztein et al., 1998; Kinoshita, 2001).
6. Application: local content requirements without a technology
spillover

The previous section clarifies that technology transfer without
technology spillovers may transpire due to the strategic choices of
firms. The result implies that in some circumstances, any effort of
government to enforce domestic production and technology transfer on
the part of multinationals, in the expectation of technology spillovers,
can fail.20 In this section, we apply our theoretical model to analyze the
local content requirement (LCR) that is a government policy that
requiresmultinationals to use a certain fraction of locally produced inter-
mediate inputs.21

Consider the same situation as in the previous section. There are two
final-good producers, multinational U and local firm K, which are com-
peting against each other on price and quality. Further, assume that the
assumptions regarding technology, demand, and game structure are
identical to those in the previous section. However, now, assume that
multinational U prefers to purchase new inputs from DC rather than
new inputs from LDC through technology transfer. Particularly, assume
19 It should be noted that the theoretical conclusion of our paper supports the empirical
findings of Xu (2000), as discussed in our introduction.
20 Several studies argue that a host country's policy regarding FDI can act as a device that
improves spillover. For example, Chun (2012) argues that government policy can make a
multinational choose a spillover–carry entry mode.
21 There are several studies regarding LCR (Chao and Yu, 1993; Davidson et al., 1985;
Grossman, 1981; Hollander, 1987; Krishna and Itoh, 1988; Kwon and Chun, 2009; Lahiri
and Ono, 1998; Lopez-de-Silanes et al., 1996; Qiu and Tao, 2001; Richardson, 1991). Most
of these studies examine the welfare effect of LCR, and do not focus on the technology
transfer that is due to the implementation of LCR. The only exception is Kwon and Chun
(2009), who examinewhether the implementation of LCR encourages technology transfer
by the multinational from the developed country. However, they assume the automatic
adoption of the diffused technology by local firms, and do not consider the strategic tech-
nology adoption of local firms.
that the wages are the same in DC and LDC, and there is no transporta-
tion to ensure multinational U prefers the new inputs from DC.

Assumption 2. wDC = wLDC = w; τu = 0.

Then, consider the situation that the policy-maker in LDC imposes an
LCR, viz., γLCR, where γLCR ∈ [0, 1], onmultinational U, in the expectations
of technology transfer by multinational U to local input suppliers that
have only old technology and of technology spillover. Note that under
Assumption 2, multinational U strictly prefers to purchase DC inputs,
and outsources exactly γLCR from the LDC suppliers.

Defining ϕ ∈ [0, 1] as the portion of intermediate inputs produced
through technology transfer of all the intermediate inputs produced in
LDC, the quality of final goods produced by multinational U can be
expressed as:

λU ϕ;γLCR� � ¼ 1−γLCR� �
λnew þ γLCR ϕλnew þ 1−ϕð Þλold

h i
: ð9Þ

Eq. (9) differs from Eq. (1) because multinational U purchases an
amount γLCR of intermediate inputs from LDC suppliers. Note that the
amount of technology transfer by multinational U is ϕγLCR. Thus, de-
fining ρ ∈ [0, 1] as the fraction of quasi-new inputs that are purchased
by local firm K of all the quasi-new inputs available through technology
diffusion, the quality of final goods produced by local firm K can be
expressed as:

λK ϕ;ρ;γLCR� � ¼ ρ ϕγLCRλqnew þ 1−ρ ϕγLCR� �
λold: ð10Þ

Clearly, Eq. (10) is similar to Eq. (2).
From the given technology and imposition of LCR, themarginal costs

of production of the two final-good producers are:

mcU ϕð Þ ¼ 1−γLCR� �
wDC þ γLCR wLDC þ ϕ θþ ψð Þð Þ ¼ wþ γLCRϕ θþ ψð Þ

mcK ¼ w;

where mci denotes the marginal cost of firm i.
Finally, assume that the two final-good producers play the following

multi-stage game.

1. The policy-maker in the host country imposes the local-content
requirement on multinational U in the host country.

2. Given LCR, multinational U decides whether it purchases the inter-
mediate input from DC suppliers or LDC suppliers.

3. If multinational U purchases the intermediate input from LDC sup-
pliers, the firm decides whether it transfers the superior technology
to the selected local suppliers. If firmUdecides to do so, it can produce
thefinal goodswith high quality, but technology diffusion can occur to
the non-selected local suppliers. Also, multinational U chooses an
amount ϕ of technology transfer.

4. Once technology diffusion occurs, the non-selected local suppliers can
produce the quasi-new inputs, and the local final-good producer K can
decidewhether or not it purchases the quasi-new inputs. IffirmKpur-
chases the quasi-new inputs, it can produce a better final good than
before. Otherwise,firmK continuously produces low-quality products.
Further, firm K chooses an amount ρ for the adoption of the diffused
technology.

5. Given the qualities of the two firm's final goods, the two firms com-
pete against each other in Bertrand fashion.



Fig. 2. The profit matrix.
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Since we do not examine the optimal policy rule of a policy-maker,
and assume that the multinational prefers to import new inputs from
the home country, we can consider that the first two stages are
predetermined. The remaining stages can be solved by backward
induction.

6.1. Technology transfer and technology adoption

Note that assuming preference (4), the profit functions of the two
final-good producers are the same as Eqs. (6) and (7). First of all, consid-
er firm K's decision regarding technology adoption. As in the previous
section, the profit function of local firm K is convex in ρ,22 and the opti-
mal choice offirmK is either ρ=0or ρ=1. Similarly, the profit function
of multinational U also is convex in ϕ,

23 and the optimal choice of mul-
tinational U also is either ϕ = 0 or ϕ = 1. Therefore, both firms can
choose either 0 or 1 in the sequential game, and multinational U
movesfirst. Fig. 2 and Table 2 show the game tree and the pay-offmatrix
of the game, respectively. Note that (ϕ= 0, ρ= 0) and (ϕ= 0, ρ= 1)
are identical because the adoptable technology is not transferred by
multinational U.

Suppose that multinational U transfers the new technology to local
suppliers in thefirst stage of the game (ϕ=1). The technology adoption
rule of local firm K in the second stage of the game is:

ρ ¼ 1 if Δλno ≥
γLCR θþ ψð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1−γLCR
p

0 otherwise

8<
: : ð11Þ

Given the technology adoption rule of local firm K, viz., Eq. (11), con-
sider the technology transfer rule of multinational U. From a comparison
of the profits depicted in Table 2, we can derive the following decision
rule:

πU ϕ ¼ 0;ρ ¼ 1ð Þ≥ πU 1; ; ;1ð Þ for any Δλno and γLCR

πU ϕ ¼ 0;ρ ¼ 0ð Þ≥ πU 1; ; ;0ð Þ if Δλno∈
θþ ψ
2

1−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−γLCRð Þ

q� �
;
θþ ψ
2

1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−γLCRð Þ

q� �� �
:

First of all, note that if local firm K adopts the diffused technology in
the second stage, multinational U does not transfer the new technology
in the first stage, that is, πU(ϕ=0, 1) ≥ πU(1, 1). Thus, (ϕ=1, ρ=1) can-
not be a subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium. However, if local firmK does
not adopt the diffused technology in the second stage, multinational U
22 The second derivative of the profit function of firm K is 2�ðϕγLCRÞ4 �ðΔλqnoÞ2 �ðθþψÞ2
9�ðΔλno ð1−γLCRÞþγLCRϕðΔλno−ρΔλqnoÞÞ3

≥0, since Δλno − ρΔλqno N 0.
23 The second derivative of the profit function of multinational U is positive since
Δλno − ρΔλqno N 0:

2�ð1−γLCRÞ2ðγLCR Þ2 �ðΔλqno Þ2 �ðθþψÞ2
9�ðΔλno ð1−γLCR ÞþγLCRϕðΔλno−ρΔλqno ÞÞ3 ≥ 0.
may or may not transfer the technology depending on the technological
gap between the two countries and LCR. Thus, (ϕ = 1, ρ = 0) and
(ϕ = 0, ρ = 0) can be a subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium depending
on the sizes of Δλno and γLCR.24 Since technology spillover occurs only
if (ϕ=1, ρ=1), which cannot be a subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium,
the following proposition is obtained.

Proposition 2. Given the structure of the game and the entry of multina-
tional U in LDC, suppose that Assumption 2 holds. Then, at any subgame-
perfect Nash equilibrium, there is no technology spillover frommultinational
U to local firm K in LDC.

Proof. Although the technology-spillover occurs only if (ϕ=1, ρ=1),
(ϕ = 1, ρ = 1) is not a subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium because
πU(ϕ = 0, 1) ≥ πU(1, 1).Q.E.D.

Proposition 2 implies that even whenmultinational U transfers new
technology to local input suppliers and localfirmK can access the quasi-
new technology through technology diffusion, local firm K will not use
the advanced technology. Thus, firm K supplies low-quality products
with old technology to avoid more intense competition due to the sim-
ilar products of the two firms. Therefore, although multinational U
transfers new technology to LDC firms, there is no technology spillover
in LDC. Furthermore, Proposition 2 implies that if policy-makers in LDC
introduce an LCR to encourage technology transfer and technology
spillover, the LCR may encourage technology transfer because the deci-
sion rule of the multinational U to choose ϕ depends on γLCR; however,
the LCR cannot serve to increase the technology level of the local pro-
ducer. From the above discussion, Corollary 2.1 follows without further
proof.

Corollary 2.1. At any subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium, an LCR that is
introduced by the policy-maker in LDC does not encourage technology
spillover from multinational U, and cannot increase the quality of products
produced by the local producer.

Corollary 2.1 implies that the LCR does not encourage technology
spillover from the multinational because the local final-good producer
prefers to produce low-quality product and refuses to adopt the trans-
ferred technology.

Although an LCR does not encourage technology spillover, it can
encourage multinational U to transfer new technology to local input
suppliers. This can be proved by simple comparative statics of the tech-
nology decision rule of multinational U.
24 Either (ϕ=1, ρ=0) or (ϕ=0, ρ=0) can be a subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium be-

cause there exists some γLCR such that γLCRðθþ ψÞ=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−γLCR

p
∈½ðθþ ψÞð1−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1−γLCRÞ

p
Þ=2;

ðθþ ψÞð1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1−γLCRÞ

p
Þ=2�, where γLCRðθþ ψÞ=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−γLCR

p
is the critical value of Δλno in

Eq. (11).



Table 2
The profit matrix of the game.

πU; πK Firm K (follower)

ρ = 0 (no adoption) ρ = 1 (adoption)

Firm U (first mover) ϕ = 0 (transfer) 4ð1−γLCRÞΔλno

9 ; ð1−γLCR ÞΔλno

9
4ð1−γLCRÞΔλno

9 ;
ð1−γLCR Þ

9 Δλ
ϕ = 1 (no transfer) ½2Δλno−γLCRðθþψÞ�2

9Δλno ; ½γLCR ðθþψÞþΔλno �2
9Δλno

½2ð1−γLCRÞΔλno−γLCRðθþψÞ�2
9ð1−γLCR ÞΔλno ;

½ð1−γLCRÞΔλnoþγLCR ðθþψÞ�2
9ð1−γLCR ÞΔλno
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Proposition 3. Given the structure of the game and the entry of multina-
tional U in LDC, suppose that Assumption 2 holds. The policy-maker in
LDC can encourage technology transfer from multinational U by imposing
a stronger LCR.

Proof. Since ∂
∂γLCR

θþψ
2 ð1−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1−γLCRÞ

p
ÞN 0 and ∂

∂γLCR
θþψ
2 ð1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1−γLCRÞ

p
Þ

b 0, multinational U is more likely to transfer the new technology to
local input suppliers if the LCR becomes stronger. Q.E.D.
7. Concluding remarks

Over the last several decades, the inconsistent evidence regarding
positive technology spillover has been one of the controversial topics of
FDI. Among the many potential explanations for the lack of technology
spillover, the more popular ones point to the heterogeneous absorptive
capacity of local firms and the technological gap. However, it seems
that our understanding is still incomplete regarding the roles of absorp-
tive capacities and the technological gap in technology spillover because
the strategic decisions by local firms to adopt diffused technology has
been ignored in previous studies.

This study examines the role of local firms' strategic adoption of
multinationals' technology in terms of technology spillover. To do so,
we construct a simple theoretical model by combining the models of
technology adoption and technology spillover through backward linkage.
With this new model, we show that if the technological gap is large be-
tween the multinational and local firms, it is possible that the local
final-goods producers will not adopt the diffused technology as they
want to avoid competing with the multinational firm. Thus, even though
the transferred technology is diffused and local firms have the capacity to
absorb it, the technology spillover would not be observed. Furthermore,
given the technological gap, when local firms have a greater absorptive
capacity to absorb the diffused technology, the probability of technology
spillover increases. Additionally, we apply themodel to analyze the effect
of local content requirements (LCR). The analytic result shows that LCR
may fail to enhance technology spillover because these do not encourage
technology adoption by local firms. Under LCR, here again, local firms
may not adopt the diffused technology to avoid competingwith themul-
tinational firm in the local market.
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